




























































































































































































































































































































CAMIMH	 	 	 	Canadian	Alliance	on	Mental	Illness	and	Mental	Health		
EU	 	 	 	 	European	Union		
EUFAMI	 	 	 	European	Federation	of	Families	of	People	with	Mental	Illness	
FSG	 	 	 	 Family	Support	Group	
HIV/AIDS	 	 	 Human	Immunodeficiency	Virus	Infection	and	Acquired	Immune	
	 	 	 	 Deficiency	Syndrome	
LAMICS		 	 	 	Low	and	Middle	Countries	
MIAW	 	 	 	 	Mental	Illness	Awareness	Week		
MNS	 	 	 	 	Mental,	Neurological	or	Substance	use		
NAMI	 	 	 	 	National	Alliance	on	Mental	Illness	
NGO	 	 	 	 	Non-governmental	Organization		
PPP	 	 	 	 Purchasing	Power	Parity	
UN	 	 	 	 	United	Nations		
WFMH	 	 	 	 	World	Federation	for	Mental	Health	
WFSAD		 	 	 World	Fellowship	for	Schizophrenia	and	Allied	Disorders		












































	 	 	 	 	 INTRODUCTION	
1.0 Introduction	















of	 quality	 control(7).	 This	 consumer	 feedback	 is	 absent	 from	 the	 Nigerian	 Mental	 Health	
system	because	of	the	virtual	non-existence	of	active	consumer	groups.	
Worldwide,	consumer	organisations	have	developed	and	they	have	become	very	influential	
in	 affecting	 policy,	 in	 driving	 research	 and	 development	 of	 new	 drugs	 and	 treatment	
methods	 and	 in	 the	 provision	 and	 designing	 of	 various	mental	 health	 services.	 Consumer	
groups	also	help	to	promote	social	integration	of	persons	living	with	mental	disorders,	help	
to	educate	 the	public	and	combat	 stigma(8).	 For	 this	 reason,	 it	 is	desirable	 for	health	care	
providers,	 government	 and	 policy	 makers	 to	 engage	 with	 consumers	 if	 they	 are	 truly	
desirous	of	providing	quality	services,	particularly	in	view	of	the	limited	resources	available.	
Indeed	 in	 the	 2001	 World	 Health	 report,	 the	 WHO	 recommended	 the	 involvement	 of	
communities,	families	and	consumers	as	part	of	the	effort	to	strengthen	the	mental	health	
system	and	enable	provision	of	care(9).	
However,	 in	Nigeria	this	 important	component	 is	 lacking.	 Indeed,	Saraceno	et	al	 (2007),	 in	
the	fifth	of	the	seminal	Lancet	series	addressed	barriers	to	 improvement	of	mental	health	
services	 in	 low-income	and	middle-income	countries	(LAMICS),	concluded	that	population-
wide	 progress	 in	 accessing	 mental	 health	 care	 will	 depend	 substantially	 on	 paying	 more	


















































































	 	 	 	 	 CHAPTER	2	
	 	 	 	 								LITERATURE	REVIEW		
2.0.	Introduction	
This	 chapter	 reviews	 the	 literature	pertaining	 to	 the	 subject	matter	of	 the	dissertation.	 It	
reviews	this	against	background	related	material	such	as	the	burden	of	mental	health	in	Low	
and	 Middle	 Countries	 (LAMICS),	 including	 Nigeria,	 the	 state	 of	 mental	 health	 in	 Nigeria,	
Nigerian	 Mental	 Health	 Policy	 and	 Nigerian	 Mental	 Health	 legislation,	 Stigma	 and	








the	most	 desirous	 of	 having	 the	 burden	 of	mental	 illness	 to	 be	maximally	 reduced	 if	 not	
totally	eliminated.	This	means	that	consumers	may	be	expected	to	be	a	willing	and	active	
partner	 when	 mental	 health	 reform	 is	 considered,	 provided	 that	 such	 reform	 is	 viewed	
positively	 and	 provided	 the	 consumers	 are	 organized	 and	 have	 a	 platform	 to	make	 their	
views	heard.	





of	 a	 lifetime,	 one	 in	 every	 four	 persons	 will	 be	 affected	 by	 a	 mental,	 neurological	 or	
substance	use	(MNS)	disorder.	 In	Nigeria,	 the	 lifetime	prevalence	rate	of	mental	disorders		
ranges	from	12.1%	to	26.2%based	on	community	surveys(14).		Projected	at	the	same	levels	to	
today’s	 population	 of	 182	 million,	 this	 would	 translate	 into	 between	 22and	 47	 million	
people	who	bear	the	burden	of	MNS	disorders.	When	the	families	and	caregivers	of	these	
people	are	added	on,	the	figures	are	even	more	staggering.	
The	 high	 burden	 of	 mental	 and	 neurological	 conditions	 that	 has	 been	 reported	 is	
disproportionately	 high	 on	 the	 most	 disadvantaged	 and	 poorly	 resourced	 regions	 of	 the	
world.	About	70%	of	the	global	burden	of	mental	disorders	 is	borne	by	people	who	live	 in	





























































































This	 has	 been	 considered	 as	 the	 greatest	 and	 most	 fundamental	 barrier	 to	 the	
development	of	mental	health	care	services.	The	failure	to	portray	mental	health	as	
vital	 to	overall	national	development	strategy	and	thus	place	 it	squarely	within	the	












This	 is	 related	 to	 barrier	 2	 above.	 The	 primary	 health	 care	 systems	 are	 over-
burdened	and	the	staff	do	not	receive	the	support	and	supervision	they	require	to	
provide	mental	health	services	with	the	little	training	they	have.	There	is	also	a	poor	
















































have	the	buy-in	of	 the	relevant	stakeholders	because	there	 is	no	evidence	that	 they	were	
ever	identified	or	consulted	for	that	purpose.	
In	2013,	a	new	mental	health	policy	was	adopted	by	the	National	Council	of	health(28).	This	
document	 was	 prepared	 under	 the	 leadership	 of	 the	 Mental	 Health	 Action	 Committee,	
which	was	made	up	of	mental	health	professionals	but	several	stakeholders	were	involved	
such	 as	 the	 professional	 bodies	 for	 Psychiatrists,	 Psychologists,	 Psychiatric	 Nurses,	 Social	
workers	 and	 Occupational	 therapists.	 In	 addition,	 associations	 of	 people	 with	 various	
disabilities	were	involved.	However,	there	was	no	single	identified	consumer	group	or	Non-














• Linking	to	educational	programmes	 in	schools,	workplaces,	 the	community	and	the	
media.	
It	 is	noteworthy	 that	service	users	were	mentioned	only	once	 in	 the	document.	However,	
there	are	roles	for	the	service	users	even	though	the	policy	does	not	specifically	assign	any	
roles.	 Therefore,	 it	 would	 be	 useful	 for	 the	 proposed	 mental	 health	 plan	 to	 specifically	
assign	roles	to	mental	health	service	users.	
2.5.	Nigerian	Mental	Health	legislation	
Nigeria	has	no	modern	mental	health	 legislation.	The	country	still	 relies	on	outdated	 laws	
from	 1916,	 amended	 in	 1958,	 inherited	 from	 Britain	 when	 Nigeria	 was	 a	 British	 colony.	




The	 lunacy	acts	of	1958	dealt	 largely	 institutionalization	and	compulsory	 treatment.	 It	did	
not	have	any	provision	 for	defending	 the	 rights	of	 the	patient,	 neither	did	 it	 regulate	 the	
mental	health	practitioner	or	protect	them	from	undue	litigation.	In	fact	the	name	of	the	act	
is	 stigmatizing	 and	 demeaning.	 The	 result	 of	 this	 is	 that	 the	 dignity	 of	 the	 patient	 is	 not	
guaranteed	by	law,	neither	are	their	rights	respected.	
Attempts	 to	 pass	modern	mental	 health	 legislation	which	meets	 internationally	 accepted	
guidelines	as	contained	in	the	WHO	Checklist	for	mental	health	legislation	have	so	far	failed.	
In	 2004,	 a	 proposed	 act	 sponsored	 by	 a	 psychiatrist	 (Senator	 Martins-Yellow)	 and	 a	
physician	(Senator	Dalhatu	Taffida)	passed	through	the	Senate	but	did	not	pass	through	the	
house	 of	 representatives,	 which	 is	 the	 lower	 chamber	 in	 Nigeria’s	 bicameral	 parliament.																																																							
Again	 in	 2013	 a	 draft	 legislation	 was	 tabled	 for	 public	 hearing	 by	 the	 House	 of	
Representatives,	but	it	was	not	passed.	

















































NAMI	works	 to	 keep	 family	 safety	 nets	 in	 place,	 to	 promote	 recovery	 and	 to	 reduce	 the	
burden	on	an	overwhelmed	mental	health	care	delivery	system.	The	organization	works	to	
preserve	 and	 strengthen	 family	 relationships	 challenged	 by	 severe	 and	 persistent	mental	
illness.	 Through	 peer-directed	 education	 classes,	 support	 group	 offerings	 and	 community	
outreach	 programs,	 NAMI's	 programs	 and	 services	 draw	 on	 the	 experiences	 of	 mental	
health	consumers	and	their	family	members.	Members	learn	to	successfully	manage	mental	





The	World	 Fellowship	 for	 Schizophrenia	 and	 Allied	 Disorders	 (WFSAD)	 is	 the	 only	 global	
grassroots	 organization	 dedicated	 to	 lightening	 the	 burden	 of	 schizophrenia	 and	 other	
serious	mental	 illnesses	 for	 sufferers	 and	 their	 families.	 It	 strives	 to	 increase	 knowledge,	
understanding	and	compassion	and	reduce	the	fear,	stigma,	discrimination	and	abuse	that	




WFSAD	 was	 founded	 in	 Toronto	 in	 1982	 by	 representatives	 from	 several	 established	




Its	 vision	 is	 to	 let	 families	 and	 individuals	 with	 schizophrenia	 and	 allied	 disorders	 live	
meaningful	and	productive	lives	without	discrimination,	while	 its	mission	is	to	support	and	
empower	families	through	development	of	family	self-help,	education	and	advocacy.	Since	







The	 European	 Federation	 of	 Families	 of	 People	 with	 Mental	 Illness	 (EUFAMI)	 is	 an	
international	 non-profit	 organisation	 registered	 in	 Belgium	 that	 primarily	 advocates	 on	






















The	 World	 Federation	 for	 Mental	 Health	 (WFMH)	 is	 an	 international,	 multi-professional	
Non-Governmental	Organization	(NGO),	including	citizen	volunteers	and	former	patients.	It	
was	 founded	 in	 1948	 in	 the	 same	 era	 as	 the	 United	 Nations	 (UN)	 and	 the	World	 Health	
13	
	
Organization	 (WHO).	 It	 aims	 to	 prevent	 of	 mental	 and	 emotional	 disorders,	 to	 proper	
treatment	and	care	of	those	with	such	disorders,	and	to	promote	mental	health		
The	 Federation,	 through	 its	 members	 and	 contacts	 in	 more	 than	 94	 countries	 on	 six	
continents,	has	responded	to	international	mental	health	crises	through	its	role	as	the	only	
worldwide	grassroots	advocacy	and	public	education	organization	in	the	mental	health	field.	
Its	 organizational	 and	 individual	 membership	 includes	 mental	 health	 workers	 of	 all	
disciplines,	consumers	of	mental	health	services,	family	members,	and	concerned	citizens	at	









of	 international	 mental	 health	 organizations,	 often	 limited	 to	 members	 of	 particular	
professions,	have	developed.	 In	varying	degree	 they	have	 filled	needs	 formerly	addressed	
mainly	by	WFMH.	The	WFMH	envisions	a	world	 in	which	mental	health	 is	a	priority	for	all	
people.	Public	policies	and	programs	reflect	the	crucial	importance	of	mental	health	in	the	
lives	 of	 individuals.	 The	 first	 Director	 General	 of	 the	WHO,	 George	 Chisholm,	who	was	 a	
psychiatrist,	was	 one	of	 the	 leaders	 in	 forming	 the	 federation	with	 the	 goal	 of	 creating	 a	
representative	organization	that	could	consult	with	the	UN	on	mental	health	issues.	
The	mission	of	the	World	Federation	for	Mental	Health	is	to	promote	the	advancement	of	
mental	 health	 awareness,	 prevention	 of	 mental	 disorders,	 advocacy,	 and	 best	 practice	
recovery	focused	interventions	worldwide.	Mental	health	day	is	celebrated	at	the	initiative	
of	the	World	Federation	of	Mental	Health	and	WHO	supports	this	initiative	through	raising	
awareness	 on	 mental	 health	 issues	 using	 its	 strong	 relationships	 with	 the	 Ministries	 of	









































































existence	 or	 lack	 of	 a	 consumer/family	 support	 groups.	 Of	 these,	 email	 responses	 were	
obtained	from	13	of	them.	In	addition,	6	of	the	non-responding	institutions	were	reached	by	
phone	 and	 they	 reported	 that	 they	 did	 not	 have	 consumer	 groups	 in	 their	 hospitals,	






























































































































































































The	 single	 identified	 functional	 consumer/family	 group	 from	 this	 study	 was	 found	 to	 be	






department	 of	 Psychiatry,	 University	 of	 Ibadan.	 His	 was	 a	 key	 informant	 who	 was	




It	 has	 no	 legal	 status	 as	 it	 is	 not	 yet	 a	 registered	 body	 and	 it	 has	 no	 office	 of	 its	 own.	 It	












































































Table	 3	 shows	 the	 distribution	 of	 the	 demographic	 characteristics	 of	 the	 regular	
participants.	The	total	number	of	respondents	was	42	and	they	were	predominantly	women	
(54.8%).	 There	was	a	preponderance	of	married	over	 single	 respondents	 (n=32,	76.2%	vs.	
n=6,	14.3%).	 The	distribution	between	 skilled	and	unskilled	workers	 showed	 that	 the	 first	
ones	represented	52.4%,	while	the	latter	47.6%.	Finally,	more	than	half	of	the	respondents	
were	 family	 members	 or	 carers	 (52.4%)	 compared	 to	 those	 who	 were	 themselves	 the	
patients	(47.6%).	
Table	3	Demographic	characteristics	of	Family	Support	Group	respondents	(n=42)		



















































































Figures	 3	 is	 a	 bar	 chart	 showing.	 The	 distribution	 of	 how	 respondents	 learnt	 about	 the	
existence	of	the	group.	It	shows	that	most	members	were	recruited	by	face	to	face	contact.			
Table	4	Family	Support	Group	respondents´	participation	in	the	Group	(n=42)	
How they learned about the existence of the Group 
 
Clinic/ward 
Personal approach by a staff member 

















































Belief that the group is beneficial 
Highly beneficial 
Beneficial 




















































































































































































Most comfortable with 
 
With other users with similar experiences 












Which support have you benefitted from 
Financial support 
Obtaining cheaper drugs 
Obtaining useful health information 
Social support/Social Network 
Making new friends 

































































of	 the	 respondents	 (61.9%)	 thought	 that	 sharing	 and	 receiving	 information	 about	mental	
health	was	important,	followed	by	supporting	each	other	emotionally	(37.5%).	
Table	8.	Areas	of	activity	of	the	Family	Support	Group	
Areas of activity of the Consumer/Family Group 
 
Sharing and receiving information about mental health 
Supporting one another emotionally 
Participating in research  
Education of the public 
Education of hospital staff 
Advocacy to government 
Bulk purchase of drugs 
Establishment of community mental health facilities 
Establishment of other consumer groups like yours 








































Box 7: Activities respondents would like to see the group engaged in which have not 
yet commenced 










• Help in purchasing drugs cheaper or giving drugs free of charge. 
• Help in providing employment for patients on treatment, those who have 
recovered and for the family members who take care of them. 
• Reach out to the government for recognition and more involvement. 
• Create public awareness about mental health issues on television and radio. 
• Making visits to members communities.	
• Printing programs in Yoruba (the local) language.	
• Stimulate formation of support groups in all primary health care centres.	
• Allow members to participate as researchers. 
• Provision of a stipend for the secretary of the association. 
• Holding meetings on clinic days.  




	 	 	 	 	 DISCUSSION	
5.0	Introduction	
This	 study	 evaluated	 the	 role	 of	 consumer	 and	 family	 groups	 and	 their	 potential	
contribution	to	mental	health	policy	and	services	in	Nigeria.	The	findings	from	the	study	are	










2008,	 attempts	 were	 made	 to	 find	 a	 consumer	 group	 to	 involve	 in	 the	 stakeholders	
meetings	to	prepare	for	drafting	of	a	revised	National	mental	health	policy	and	not	a	single	
consumer	group	was	found	nationwide.		Apparently	this	remains	the	case	till	2016.				








department	 is	 the	 oldest	 academic	 department	 of	 Psychiatry	 in	 Nigeria.	 It	 is	 home	 to	 a	
leading	health	systems	researcher	in	the	country,	Professor	Oye	Gureje	and	he	was	the	one	
who	galvanized	staff	as	volunteers	 to	 start	 the	consumer	group	called	 the	Family	Support	












was	 desirable	 to	 have	 consumer	 groups	 in	 their	 hospitals,	 yet	 they	 did	 not	 have	plans	 to	
start	one.	












the	 hospital	 or	 their	 own	 clinical	 practice.	 Although	 this	 sample	 size	 is	 small,	 the	 results	








This	 area	 will	 require	 further	 research	 because	 it	 would	 be	 important	 to	 ascertain	 the	
attitude	 of	 service	 providers	 to	 the	 (proposed)	 activities	 of	 consumer	 groups.	 This	 is	 also	





This	 study	 set	 out	 to	 enquire	 about	 any	 active	 consumer	 groups	 in	 Nigeria	 with	 defined	







is	 facilitated	 by	 a	 paid	 staff	 of	 a	 mental	 health	 research	 project	 based	 in	 the	 hospital.,	














































• Providing	an	empathic	 listening	ear	and	giving	practical	advice	 for	coping	based	on	
experience.	




• Reducing	expressed	emotion	 since	 the	members	have	a	 forum	 to	 share	even	 their	
most	frustrating	experiences,	whilst	learning	from	those	of	others.	
• All	 the	 above	 contribute	 to	 reducing	 the	 relapse	 rate	 which	 would	 reduce	 the	




• Education	of	 the	public	 could	 improve	outreach	 to	 people	with	mental	 illness	 and	
their	families,	most	of	whom	are	currently	outside	of	the	mental	health	care	system,	
considering	the	huge	treatment	gap	in	Nigeria.	








• Advocacy	 to	hospital	management	would	be	of	great	benefit	 to	both	 service	users	
and	 mental	 health	 staff.	 This	 is	 because	 in	 Nigeria,	 as	 in	 other	 LAMICS,	 the	
Psychiatric	 hospitals	 need	 to	 be	 more	 user-friendly.	 The	 advocacy	 to	 hospital	
management	could	improve	humane	treatment	and	respect	for	human	rights.	It	has	
been	documented	 in	 the	 literature	 that	when	patients	have	 to	 remain	 in	 long	stay	
facilities,	 consumer	 engagement	 is	 recommended	 to	 prevent	 human	 rights	
abuses(36).	 Also	 in	 general	 hospital	 settings	 e.g.	 teaching	 hospitals,	 where	 mental	
health	services	are	situated	within	a	department	of	Psychiatry,	such	departments	are	
often	 treated	 as	 “Cinderella”	 departments	 which	 receive	 minimal	 funding	 and	
attention	 even	 to	 ward	 and	 clinic	 facilities.	 Therefore,	 consumer	 advocacy	 could	
bring	about	the	needed	attention	and	improvement.	
• Bulk	 purchase	 of	 drugs	 is	 another	 potential	 benefit	 which	 the	 group	 could	 enjoy,	
particularly	 in	 the	poor	economy	where	patients	have	 to	pay	cash	up	 front,	out	of	
pocket	for	services	and	drugs.	In	addition,	the	hospitals	tend	to	stock	only	the	drugs	
on	an	essential	list	which	therefore	limits	access	to	more	modern	medication	for	the	




• Establishment	 of	 community	mental	 health	 facilities	 was	 endorsed	 by	 one	 person	
and	 may	 not	 be	 actually	 happening	 yet.	 But	 there	 is	 a	 huge	 potential	 role	 for	
consumer	 groups	 to	 participate	 in	 scaling	 up	 services.	 For	 example,	 in	 introducing	
the	mhGAP,	 the	WHO	 stated	 “Civil	 Society	 including	 service	 users,	 caregivers,	 and	
family	 members	 are	 key	 partners	 for	 improving	 services.	 The	 involvement	 of	
users/patients	and	their	caregivers	is	an	important	aspect	of	the	care	and	treatment	
extending	across	health	and	social	care.”(18)		























though	 Nigeria	 is	 currently	 in	 economic	 recession,	 there	 is	 an	 urgent	 need	 to	 scale	 up	










From	 the	 results	demographics	 showed	 that	 the	 respondents	were	predominantly	 female	
(54.8%)	with	69.1%	between	30-60years	of	age.				Skilled	workers	represented	52.4%	whilst	
unskilled	 workers	 represented	 47.6%.	 Close	 to	 70%	 had	 more	 than	 6years	 of	 education.		
Finally,	 more	 than	 half	 of	 the	 respondents	 were	 family	 members	 or	 carers	 (52.4%)	
compared	to	those	who	were	themselves	the	patients	(47.6%).	
From	the	data	above	 it	can	be	 inferred	that	the	group	is	older,	more	educated	and	skilled	























The	 FSG	 appears	 to	 have	 made	 steady	 progress	 since	 inception.	 That	 the	 group	 has	
remained	 in	 existence	 and	 grown	 its	membership	 over	 the	 years	 and	 continued	 to	meet	
monthly	is	in	itself	an	achievement.	
The	group	has	provided	information	and	health	education	to	its	members.	
The	 FSG	has	 also	 sensitized	 its	members	 and	positioned	 them	 for	 higher	 level	 of	 activity,	
including	advocacy.	
5.1.2.6	The	Group’s	challenges.	
The	 FSG	 has	 financial	 challenges	 as	 reported	 by	 the	 facilitator	 and	 mentioned	 by	 some	
respondents.	
The	 group	 is	 not	 registered	 by	 the	 Corporate	 Affairs	 Commission	 and	 this	 could	 be	 a	
hindrance	 to	 higher	 achievement	 in	 terms	 of	 fundraising	 and	 engaging	 interaction	 with	
government.	For	this	reason,	it	is	important	to	register	the	group	as	a	charity.	
5.1.2.7	Assessment	of	The	Group’s	needs.		















Finally,	 training	 can	 be	 sought	 through	 collaboration	 with	 international	 mental	 health	
consumer	groups	such	as	WFSAD,	EUFAMI	and	NAMI.	This	international	collaboration	could	




which	 had	 not	 been	 examined	 in	 Nigeria	 prior	 to	 this	 effort	 but	 which	 could	 engender	







The	 findings	 from	this	 study	may	have	 implications	 for	 theory,	clinical	practice,	policy	and	
research	for	mental	health	in	Nigeria	
Theoretically,	 the	 belief	 has	 been	 that	 due	 to	 stigma,	 people	 may	 not	 come	 together	






study	has	 shown	 that	 it	 is	possible	 to	 stimulate	 the	 formation	of	 consumer/family	 groups	
where	members	can	support	one	another.	
In	 the	 event	 that	 consumer	 groups	 will	 develop	 and	 become	 a	 major	 force	 for	 patient	
empowerment,	they	may	improve	clinical	practice	in	that	patients	would	be	more	articulate	




For	 Policy,	 the	 findings	 from	 this	 study	 may	 indicate	 that	 there	 is	 great	 potential	 for	
consumer	 and	 family	 groups	 to	 be	 involved	 in	 contributing	 to	 and	 influencing	 policy	 as	
happens	 in	 the	 developed	 economies.	 So	 the	 time	 has	 come	 to	 rethink	 policy	 and	














The	 Psychiatrists	 were	 all	 in	 favour	 of	 the	 establishment	 of	 consumer	 groups	 to	 operate	
under	 the	 auspices	 of	 their	 hospitals	 and	 they	were	 even	more	 in	 favour	 of	 locating	 the	
consumer	 groups	 in	 the	 community.	 	 The	 4	 priority	 areas	most	 endorsed	 by	 Psychiatrists	
which	 they	 thought	 that	 consumer	 groups	 should	 focus	 on,	 were	 sharing	 and	 receiving	




impetus	 on	 their	 part	 to	 facilitate	 the	 establishment	 of	 such	 groups.	 The	 reason	 for	 this	
dissonance	in	recognizing	the	need,	yet	not	acting	to	meet	that	need	requires	further	study.		
This	 study	has	profiled	The	Family	Support	Group,	a	consumer	group	operating	 in	 Ibadan,	
South-west	 Nigeria.	 The	 group	was	 found	 to	 be	 a	 relatively	 small	 but	 vibrant	 one	whose	





doing	 well	 in	 achieving	 its	 first	 two	 objectives,	 as	 evidenced	 by	 the	 level	 of	 satisfaction	
expressed	by	members	of	the	group.		
	However,	 Family	 Support	 Group	 needs	 to	 take	 further	 steps	 towards	 achieving	 the	
objective	 of	 engaging	 government.	 	 Although	 this	 is	 included	 in	 its	 vision,	 Advocacy	 to	
government	 did	 not	 rank	 among	 the	 top	 4	 activities	 which	 members	 of	 the	 group	
considered	 to	be	 the	most	 important.	 	 In	addition,	 the	group	 is	not	 yet	a	 registered	 legal	




Therefore,	 it	 can	be	concluded	 that	 the	Family	Support	Group	 is	playing	a	 role	 in	 its	 local	
sphere	 of	 influence	 by	 providing	 a	 forum	where	members	 are	 able	 to	 share	 and	 receive	
information	about	mental	health	and	support	one	another	emotionally.	The	group	is	playing	
an	important	role	in	reducing	the	felt	burden	of	mental	illness	among	consumers	and	their	
families	 and	 the	 extent	 to	 which	 this	 impacts	 on	 services,	 e.g.	 by	 improving	 clinic	
attendance,	 by	 reducing	 expressed	 emotion	 and	 ultimately	 reducing	 relapse	 rates	 are	
subjects	for	further	research.	
Regarding	 the	potential	of	 this	 consumer	group	 to	contribute	 to	mental	health	policy	and	
services	in	Nigeria	it	can	be	concluded	that	given	the	right	direction	and	support,	the	group	
has	good	potential.	This	is	evident	from	the	vision	of	the	group,	from	the	activities	the	group	
is	 engaged	 in	 and	 from	 the	 activities	 that	 the	members	of	 the	 group	have	 indicated	 they	
desire	to	be	engaged	in.	Given	the	enthusiasm	of	the	group,	it	would	appear	that	the	group	






and	 contribution	 of	 consumer	 and	 family	 groups	 to	mental	 health	 policy	 and	 services	 in	
Nigeria.		From	the	literature	review,	this	did	not	appear	to	be	a	subject	that	has	generated	
much	interest	in	Nigeria	to	date.	
Mental	 Health	 workers	 should	 be	 stimulated	 to	 explore	 the	 possibility	 of	 stimulating	
interested	patients	and	their	family	members	to	form	consumer	groups	
The	 facilitators	 of	 the	 Family	 Support	 Group	 (as	 well	 as	 any	 other	 functioning	 groups	
discovered	or	founded)	should	be	commended	for	their	effort	in	running	a	consumer	group	
even	when	it	would	appear	that	that	there	is	very	little	institutional	support	or	funding	for	




Further	 research	 and	 investigation	 into	 the	 subject	 of	 the	 role	 of	 consumer	 and	 family	
groups	should	be	undertaken.	
In	 conclusion,	 the	 state	 of	mental	 health	 services	 in	Nigeria	 stands	 to	 benefit	 from	every	
help	it	can	receive.	Experts	have	opined,	based	on	evidence	from	other	parts	of	the	world,	
that	consumer	groups	are	useful	in	supporting	the	mental	health	system	and	quite	often	are	


















































































































































































































Thank you for agreeing to fill in this feedback form for the as part of a Needs 
Assessment of your Consumer Group which is being studied for an MSc 
Dissertation. 
 
This survey should take between fifteen and twenty minutes to complete.  
 
Section A – ABOUT YOUR GROUP OR ORGANISATION AND SERVICES IT 
PROVIDES 
 
This section is about the health condition or disability that is your group or 
organisation’s main area of focus and the services your group or organisation 
provides to consumers 
. 
Group’s or Organisation’s area of focus 








Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
Q2. What is your group’s or organisation’s vision or purpose? (Please limit 








Q3. Which of the following services has your group or organisation provided 
to consumers inthe last 12 months? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
 
We have provided information and education to consumers .......... 
We have represented consumers’ interests or advocated on 
their behalf ....................................................................................... 
We have provided health and disability services for consumers .......... 
We have provided awareness raising, education or training about 
consumers’ health condition/disability, or consumers’ needs............... 
We have provided support and advice to consumers (in general)  






Q4. Approximately how many consumers has your group or organisation 
provided these services to in the last 12 months? 
(Please tick only one) 
...........................................................................................  
Don’t know...............................................................................................  
 
Q5. Does your group or organisation focus on any particular consumer groups 
identifiable by their … 











Q6. In which year was your group or organisation first established? 
Write in the year here: ___ ___ ___ ___ 
Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
Q7. Which of the following best describes your group’s or organisation’s 
current legal status? 
(Please tick only one) 
Charitable trust .................................................................................... 
Incorporated society ............................................................................ 
Limited liability company..................................................................... 
No official legal status.......................................................................... 
Other Specify: ________________________________...................  
Don’t know..........................................................................................  
 
 
Q8. Does your group or organisation have an National Office only, a National 
Office and regional offices, or regional offices only, or no offices? 
(Please tick only one) 
National Office only................................................................................  
National Office and regional offices ....................................................... 
Regional offices only.............................................................................. 
A single office in a region....................................................................... 
No offices (e.g. activities are managed from a private home) …........... 
Other Specify: ________________________________.....................  
Don’t know............................................................................................  
 
 
Q9. Does your group or organisation have any of the following? 
 




None, we are individuals (linked by a common interest) without 
a formal structure................................................................................ 
 





Q10. What number of paid staff does your group or organisation currently 
employ (on a part time and/or full-time basis)? 
 
 
A. N. of paid full time 
staff…………………………………………………………….. 
 
B. N. of part time staff (part time (work less than 20 hours per week) 
………………. 
 
C.   Don’t know 




Q11. Does your group or organization operate with regular volunteers and/or 
occasional volunteers? If ‘yes’, about what number of regular volunteers does 
it currently operate with? (i.e. volunteers that participate 6 or more times each 
year) 
 
No volunteer staff…………………………………………………… 
Don’t know …………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Section B – CONSUMER INFORMATION AND EDUCATION PROVIDED BY 
YOUR GROUP OR ORGANISATION 
 
This section is about the information and education services that your group or 
organisation provides to consumers. 
If your organisation has provided information and education to consumers in the 
last 12 months, please complete this section. 
 
Q12. Which of the following information and education services has your 
group or organization provided in the last 12 months? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Information and education about how to treat/manage 
the health condition or disability .....................................  
Information on how to access health or disability 
services.......................................................................................... 
 
Information and education on human rights, consumer rights, 




Information on making complaints or providing consumer 
feedback.......................................................................... 
 
Information and education about the health condition or 
disability (in general) ...................................................... 
 





Q13. Which of the following methods has your group or organisation mainly 
used to provide information and education services in the last 12 months? 





Print media (newsletters, magazines, advertising) .......................... 
Via third parties (e.g. GPs other treatment providers,  
Citizens Advice Bureau, etc.) .......................................................... 
Other Specify: ________________________________................. 
Don’t know........................................................................................ 
 
If you had ticked “website” at Q13, please answer the following question. 
 
Q14. For which of the following reasons has your group or organisation used 
web-based communications? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
To respond to ad hoc enquiries ........................................................... 
To provide advice, information or updates on progress relating to 
current issues .......................................................................................  
To provide specific information, research and education pages...........  
Other Specify: ________________________________....................  
Don’t know...........................................................................................  
 
If you had ticked “website” at Q13, please answer the following question. 
Q15. And which of the following web-based tools has your group or 
organisation used to provide these services? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Social networking such as Blog, FaceBook, Bebo, WhatsApp, etc....................  
Messaging such as Twitter ............................................................... …………… 
On-line newsletters or updates ......................................................... …………… 
E-communities such as Wiki.............................................................. …………..  




Q16. Which of the following methods do you think your group or organisation 
has found the most effective in providing information and education services 
in the last 12 months? 
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Print media (newsletters, magazines, advertising) ............................ 
Via third parties (e.g. GPs other treatment providers, 
Citizens Advice Bureau, etc.)............................................................. 
Other Specify: ________________________________.................. 
All equally effective ……………………………………………………… 
Don’t know......................................................................................... 
 
If you had ticked “face-to-face” at Q13, please answer the following question. 
Q17. For which of the following reasons has your group or organisation used 
face-to-face communications? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
To respond to ad hoc enquiries from consumers who visit an office. 
................................................................................................  
To visit consumers in their homes .......................................... 
To attend and/or make contributions at support meetings...... 
To attend and/or make presentations at consumer groups, 
expos of other similar gatherings............................................ 
To attend and/or make presentations at conferences/seminars.... 
Other Specify: ________________________________..............  
Don’t know.....................................................................................  
 
Q18. For which of the following types of information and education has your 
group or organisation used paid consultants in the last 12 months? By paid 
consultants we mean external parties who are paid fees for their services and 
expertise. 
                                                                          (Tick all that apply) 
                                                                      How to   
                                            General           treat             how to      consumer/    
making  
                                         Information    manage the     access      human      
complaints/ 
                                                                Condition      services      rights       feedback 
 
Q19. What is/has been the greatest assistance to your group or organisation in 














Q20. For which of the following types of information and education services does 
your group or organization plan to invest in, in order to build its capacity, over the 
next 12 months? 
                                                     How to                          consumer/ 
                                 General         treat/           how to        human             making 
information     manage the      access        rights            complaints/ 
condition        services     information      feedback 
 
 
Q21. What is/are the greatest barriers facing your group or organisation in 
terms  












Section C – CONSUMER REPRESENTATION AND ADVOCACY PROVIDED BY 
YOUR ORGANISATION 
This section is about the representation and advocacy services that your group or 
organisation has provided to consumers. 
 
If your organisation has represented consumers’ interests or advocated on their 
behalf in the last 12 months, please complete this section. Otherwise, go to Q31. 
 
Q22. What issues has your group or organisation advocated on for consumers 
in the last 12 months? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Access to health and disability services and treatments 
(e.g. access to specialised services or treatments) ...........................  
 
Quality of health and disability services............................................. 
 
Cost of health and disability services (e.g. cost of expensive or new medicines) ........ 
 
Other Specify: ________________________________ 
 
Don’t know........................................................................................  
 
Q23. And which of these issues, including any other (emerging) issues is your 
group or organisation likely to be advocating on in the next 12 months? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Access to health and disability services and treatments 




Quality of health and disability services.......................................... 
 
Cost of health and disability services (e.g. cost of expensive or new medicines) 
............. 
 
Will not advocate any issues in the next 12 months ....................... 
 
Other Specify: ________________________________................ 
 
Don’t know.......................................................................................  
 
 
Q24. To which of the following has your group or organisation advocated to in 
the last 12 months? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Members of National Assembly.......................................................... 
Government officials (e.g. the Ministry of Health, Pharma, Wages 
Commission………......................................................................  
Local government Chairmen& elected counsellors............................ 
Local government officials................................................................. 
Hospital Boards.................................. 
Professional bodies (e.g. Postgraduate medical Colleges) 
Other Specify: ________________________________..................  
 
Q25. Which of the following methods has your group or organisation used to 
advocate in the last 12 months? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Direct advocacy and negotiation .................................................... 
Providing representatives on national or regional committees........ 
Preparing and submitting/presenting submissions ......................... 
Media presence (e.g. radio shows, radio talkback, 
newspaper/magazine articles) ....................................................... 
Other Specify: ________________________________..............  
Don’t know.....................................................................................  
 
Q26. Who has carried out this advocacy activity on behalf of your group or 
organisation in the last 12 months? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Designated paid staff, responsible for consumer representation 
or advocacy ......................................................................................... 
Other paid staff .................................................................................. 
Voluntary staff..................................................................................... 
Whoever knows best about the issue ............................................... 
Whoever has the time....................................................................... 
Paid consultants ............................................................................... 
Other Specify: ________________________________................. 
Don’t know........................................................................................ 
 
Q27. Does your group or organisation do any of the following to gather 
consumers’ views in order to advocate on behalf of consumers. 
(Please tick all that apply) 
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Systematically collect feedback from staff and volunteers who 
have direct contact with consumers..................................................  
 
Make ad hoc requests to staff and volunteers...................................  
 
Conduct consumer surveys .............................................................. 
 
Make ad hoc requests to consumers ................................................ 
 
Conduct consumer meetings or workshops on issues ..................... 
 
Have comments or suggestion boxes in health services, Clinics or via your group’s 
or organisation’s website ..................... 
 
Other Specify: ________________________________................  
 
Do not gather consumers’ views..........................................................  
 
Don’t know...............................................................................................  
 
 
Q28. Does your group or organisation have or do any of the following to 
enable its advocacy activities? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Has advocacy guidelines ...................................................................... 
Produces factsheets on key issues (e.g. summary of 
evidence/data and your stance).........................................................  
 
Has a consumer advocacy network, group or committee................  
 
Completes advocacy training with staff and/or volunteers...............  
 
Other Specify: ________________________________................  
Don’t know...............................................................................................  
 
Q29. What is/has been the greatest assistance to your group or organisation in 






Nothing/No one has been the greatest assistance ............................ 
Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
Q30. What is/are the greatest barriers facing your group or organisation in 








My group or organisation has no barriers............................................  
Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
Section D – FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
This section is about the activities that your group or organisation plans to 
undertake in the next 24 months. 
 
Supporting consumers 
Q31.  If your group or organisation was to better support your consumers in 
this goal? 
Please tick only one option for each attribute A - F. If you are unsure about the 
aspect, please select “don’t know” 
 
1. Not at all important                      
2. Of little importance 
3. Moderately important 
4. Important     
           5. Very important 
 
A. Support and advice to consumers…………. 
 
B. Information and education services to consumers……… 
 
C. Representation and advocacy on behalf of consumers…….                            
…….……….……....………................. 
D. Organisational structure and Governance                                          
 




If you have ticked code 4 or 5 for “information and education” at Q31, please 
answer the following question. Otherwise, please go to Q34. 
 
Q32. In terms of information and education services, which of the following 
activities would your group or organisation most likely focus on for the 
greatest impact? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Conducting research to develop information and education services………......... 
 
Developing new ways/channels for providing web-based information and education 
(website, social media) ....................... 
 
Developing and publishing new materials (booklets, fact sheets) ..  
 
Developing new education or information services.........................  .. 
 





All activities .......................................................................................... 
 
Other Specify: ________________________________........ 
 
Don’t know........................................................................................ 
If don’t know Go to Question Q34 
 
 








Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
If you have ticked code 4 or 5 for “representation and advocacy” at Q31, 
please answer the following question. Otherwise, please go to Q36. 
 
Q34. In terms of representation and advocacy, which of the following activities 
would your group or organisation most likely focus on for the greatest impact? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Developing new relationships with government agencies, Hospital management 
Boards and others...................................................................................  
 
Increasing the level of representation on decision-making committees and groups 
within government agencies (including DHBs), local government and professional 
bodies...... 
 
Conducting research or review of representation and advocacy activities………. 
 
All activities.............................................................................................  
Other Specify: ________________________________................  
Don’t know...............................................................................................  
If don’t know Go to Question Q36 
 







No barriers................................................................................................  








Organisational structure and governance 
 
If you have ticked code 4 or 5 for “organisational structure and governance” at 
Q31, please answer the following question. Otherwise, please go to Q38. 
 
Q36. In terms of organisational structure and governance, which of the 
following activities would your group or organisation most likely focus on for 
the greatest impact? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Review or change group’s or organisation’s governance ................ 
 
Complete a strategic review or strategic planning ............................ 
 
Review quality/outcomes of group’s or organisation’s role in 
supporting, educating or advocating for consumers.......................  
 
Review funding, resourcing and/or staffing levels.............................  
Prepare a new financial or business plan........................................... 
 
Develop new funding partnerships, or access major new funding or grants......... 
 
Develop new relationships with government agencies, Hospital Management Boards 
and others (to enhance your consumer representation and advocacy 
activities).............................................................................  
 
Extend group’s or organisation’s advocacy activities ....................... 
 
All activities ............................................................................................. 
Other Specify: ________________________________................  
Don’t know...............................................................................................  
If don’t know Go to Question Q38 
 







No barriers................................................................................................  
Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
If you had ticked code 4 or 5 for “staff education and training” at Q31, please 
answer the following question. Otherwise, please go to Q40. 
 
Q38. In terms of staff education and training, which of the following activities 
would your group or organisation most likely focus on for the greatest impact? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Education of volunteers or staff (for providing education and information to 




Education/Training of volunteers or staff (for providing support and advice to 
consumers) .................................................................. 
 
Education/Training of volunteers or staff (for advocacy) ..................  
 
Education/Training of volunteers or staff (for governance or organisational 
management roles) .................................................... 
All activities ............................................................................................. 
 
Other Specify: ________________________________................  
Don’t know...............................................................................................  
If don’t know Go to Question Q40 
 








Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
If you had ticked code 4 or 5 for “funding” at Q31, please answer the following 
question. 
Otherwise, please go to Q42. 
 
Q40. In terms of funding, which of the following activities would your group or 
organization most likely focus on for the greatest impact? 
(Please tick all that apply) 
Reviewing funding, resourcing and/or staffing levels ....................... 
 
Developing funding partnerships, or accessing new funding or Grants……........  
 
All activities ............................................................................................. 
 
Other Specify: ________________________________............... 
 
Don’t know...............................................................................................  
 If don’t know Go to Question Q42 
 
 







No barriers................................................................................................  
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Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
Section D – CONCLUSION AND CONSENT TO RELEASE RESULTS 
Q46. Thank you for completing this survey. If you have any further information 

















No comment.............................................................................................  
Don’t know................................................................................................  
 
Please complete the following panel. 
Your group’s or organisation’s name: 
______________________________________________ 
 
Your group’s or organisation’s main contact email address: 
………………………………. 
 
Your group’s or organisation’s main contact telephone 
number____________________ 
 
The results of this survey will be analysed and published in a Masters 
dissertation as summarized statistics and anonymous comments only. 
However, if you are willing to release your individual responses to the 
researcher please give your permission below. 
 
Yes, I give my consent to share all my responses with the researcher ........  
 No I do not give my consent…………. 
 



























Would you like to participate? _____Yes  _____ No 
(If no, stop the survey here and thank the person for his or her time.) 
Name of Hospital______________________________________________________ 
Respondent ID NO ___________________ 
1. Name: PLEASE DO NOT WRITE DOWN THE RESPONDENTS NAME 
2. Age (In years):       
3. Sex:         ____    Male    ____     Female 





5. Education: Years of schooling _____ 
6. Occupation:  
    ___Skilled (Specify_____________________________________________) 
    ___ Unskilled (Specify __________________________________________) 
 
7. Category of service user: 
____Self 
____ Family member/carer 
 










1. How long have you been a member of this consumer/family group? 
Less	than	one	year	
Number of years __________ 
 
_9. About how many times have you been to this support group in the last year? 
___ 0 ___ 1 ___ 2 – 5 ___ 6 – 10 ___ more than 10 
 








11. People attend support groups for different reasons. The following list describes different 
reasons why you may have come to this support group. Every person wants and needs 
different things, so there are no “right” answers.  
 
12. Please use one of the numbers in the box below to rate each of the items on the list 
according to the help you received from the support group: 
___Talking to others who understand my situation  
___ Information about counseling options 
___ Learning more about why/how mental illness happens  
___ Support to make some changes in my life/my relative’s life 
 ___ Understanding myself/my relative better 
___ Feeling better about myself 
___ Finding out where to get help  
___ Feeling more hopeful about my life 
___ Other (describe) 
____________________________________________________________  
 
13. I am most comfortable talking about my issues and concerns related to the issues I have 
experienced in the following way (please check only one): 
___ In a support group with other users who have had similar experiences 
___ In a conversation with only one other person 
___ I am equally comfortable talking in a group or with just one person 
 

















16. Do you believe it is desirable to have consumer/family group for mental health in your 
community (i.e. closer to where you live)? 
HIGHLY	IMPORTANT				IMPORTANT					PROBABLY	NOT					DEFINITELY	NOT				NOT	SURE		
	

























20 What activities would you like to see the group engaged in which have not yet 
commenced?	
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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IWE	IBERE	FUN	AWON	ENI	TI	O	NLO	ILE	IWOSAN	FUN	AILERA	OPOLO	ATI	AWON	TIO	SISE	
AILERA	OPOLO	TABI	OKAN	ORILE	EDE	NAIJIRIA	
	
ARA	WA	OWON	
Ese	fun	akoko	te	e	fun	wa	lati	dahunsi	awon	ibeere	ni	soki	yii.	Idi	Pataki	ti	a	fi	gbe	awon	
ibeere	yi	kale	ni	lati	pese	awon	alaye	lori	igbekale	awon	egbe	yii	ati	awon	imo	lori	awon	
akitiyan	ti	o	koja.	(be	eyikeyi)	lati	se	agbekale	awon	egbe	tabi	awon	idile.	A	si	n	wo	ona	ti	a	le	
fi	dasi	ohun	ti		awon	egbe	yi	nilo.	Awon	oro	ti	aba	gba	sile	ni	a	o	lo	fun	ise	iwadi	awon	
akekogboye	eleekeji	ni	ile	eiwe	giga	fasiti.A	ko	ni	ero	lati	daruko	ile	iwosan	yin	tabi	eka	ti	e	
wa	ninu	eto	iwadi	naa.	
Se	o	wu	yin	lati	kopa?		 _____Beeni		 _____Beeko	
(If	no,	stop	the	survey	here	and	thank	the	person	for	his	or	her	time.)	
	
Oruko	Ile	iwosan______________________________________________________	
Nomba	idanimo	olukopa	___________________	
1.	Oruko	yin:	E	JOWO	E	MA	SE	KO	ORUKO	YIN	S’ILE	
2.	Ojo	ori	(ni	odun):							
3.			Okunrin	____				Obinrin		____		
4.	Ipo	loko/laya:		
____Apon	
____Lokolaya/gbepo	bi	lokolaya	
____Kosile/Pinya	
	
5.	:	Iwe	melo	ni	e	ka	_____	
6.	Ise	wo	ni	e	nse?:		
				___Akosemose	(e	so	nipato)_____________________________________________)	
				___E	ko	ko	ise	(e	so	nipato)	__________________________________________)	
					
7.	Iru	awon	ti	o	nlo	ile	iwosan:	
____eyin	gan	
____ebi/eni	ti	e	ntoju	
	
	
	
	
	
8.	Bawo	ni	e	se	gbo	nipa	egbe	yi?	
____		Ni	ile	iwosan/Woodu	nigba	ti	won	dani	leko	oro	ilera	
____	Osise	kan	wa	ba	emi	gangan	so	oro	
____	Ore	lo	so	fun	mi	
____	Iwe	pelebe	tabi	iwe	ilewo	ti	won	npin	
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____Atejise	
Omiran	(e	so	nipato)	____________________	
	
	
9.Ato	igba	wo	leti	dara	po	mo	egbe	yi?	
	
Kere		si	odun	kan	
Eso	iye	odun	__________	
	
_10.	Ato	bi	e	melo	ni	e	wa	si	ipade	egbe	nikan	bi	odun	kan	s’ehin	?	
___	0	___	1	___	2	–	5	___	6	–	10	___	more	than	10	
	
11.	Nje	e	ni	igbagbo	wipe	o	se	yin	lanfaani	lati	darapo	mo	egbe	yi?	
____	O	se	anfaani	lopo	lopo					
____	O	se	anfaani						
____	O	se	anfaani	die	
____Ko	se	anfaani					
____	Ko	daju	
	
12..	Awon	enia	ma	ndarapo	mo	iru	egbe	yi		fun	idi	kan	tabi	omiran.	Awon	akosile	to	wan	i	
isale	yi	je	apere	iru	idi	wonyi.	Gege	bi	asemo	wipe	oun	to	wumi	kowu	o,	kosi	idahun	ti	ko	
tona.	Jowo	lo	eyi	keyi	ninu	awon	nomba	ti	o	wa	ni	isale	yi	lati	se	odiwon	awon	ohun	ti	ako	si	
sale	yi	gege	bi	iranlowo	ti	e	ngba	lati	inu	egbe	yi.	
1. O	se	patakii	lopo	lopo					
2. O	se	patakii						
3. O	se	patakii	die	
4. Ko	se	pataki	rara					
5. 	Ko	daju.	
	
___Bi	ba		awon	eni	ti	oro	mi	ye	soro		
___	Mo	gbo	nipa	orisirisi	ibi	ti	won	ti	le	gba	mi	ni	iyanju	
___	Nini	imo	si	nipa	idi	ati	bawo	ni	aisan	opolo	se	nsele			
___	Mo	nri	aduroti	ti	o	mu	iyato	deba	igbesi	aiye	mi	tabi	ti	molebi	mi	
	___Oro	ara	mi	tabi	ti	ebi	mi	nye	mi	si	
___Inu	mi	ma	dun	nipa	ara	mi	si	
___	Mimo	nipa	ibi	ti	mo	ti	le	ri	iranlowo	gba		
___	Mo	ni	ireti	ti	o	po	si	nipa	igbesi	aiye	mi	
___	Omiran	(e	juwe))	
____________________________________________________________		
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13.	O	te	mi	l’orun	lati	so	oro	oro	mi/oro	enia	mi	ati	awo	ti	o	je	mi	l’ogun	ni	ona	yi	(e	mu	
okan):	___	ni	arin	egbe	agbateru	pelu	awon	omiran	ti	o	ti	ni	iriri	bi	t’emi	
___	Ti	mo	ba	ba	eni	kan	soso	s’oro	
___	Bakan	na	ni	fun	mi	ti	mo	ba	soro	ni	arin	egbe	tabi	ti	mo	ba	ba	enikan	soso	soro	
	
14.	Ewo	ninu	awon	eleyi	ni	eti	je	anfani	e?	
___		Iranlowo	owo	
___	Gbigba	oogun	olowo	pooku	
___	Gbigba	oro	ilera	to	seni	lanfani	
___	Iranlowo	egbe	tabi	egbe	atakanle	
___Nini	ore	tuntun	
___	Aye	lati	soro	nipa	ilera	wa	tokantokan	
___	Omiran(e	so	nipato)	_________________________________________________	
	
15.	Se	eni	awon	abamo	tabi	oro	senihun		nipa	didarapo	mo	egbe	yi	
___	Rara	
___	Beeni	(e	so	nipato)____________________________________________________	
									_____________________________________________________	
		
	
16.	Se	e	ni	gbagbo	wipe	o	dara	lati	ni	egbe	fun	ailera	opolo	ni	adugbo	yin.(sisumo	ibi	ti	e	
ngbe)?	
1. O	se	patakii	lopo	lopo					
2. O	se	patakii						
3. O	se	patakii	die	
4. Ko	se	pataki	rara					
5. 	Ko	daju.	
	
17.Nibo	ni	o	ma	wu	yin	lati	ma	se	ipade	egbe	
Adugbo	
Ile	iwosan	
Ibi	miran	(e	so	nipato)	
	
18.Orisirisi	ise	ti	egbe	yin	se?	(e	mu	ikan	ti	o	ba	mu)	
Diduroti	ara	eni	ninu	nigba	isoro	
Sise	asaro	tabi	gbigba	oro	nipa	ailera	opolo	
Idanileko	ita	gbangba	
Idanileko	fun	osise	ile	iwosan	
Alagbawi	fun	ijoba	
Alagbawi	fun		isakoso	ile	iwosan	
Rira	ogun	loju	paali	
Dida	ile	iwosan	ailera	opolo	lagbegbe	sile	
Dida	egbe	miran	bi	eyi	sile	
Kikopa	ninu	eto	iwadi	
Omiran	(e	so	nipato)______________________________________________________	
	
.		
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19.	Lara	awon	ti	a	so	soke	yi,	daruko	awon	ise	merin	ti	e	ro	pe	ose	pataki	julo	
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________	
	
20	Awon	ise	wo	ni	a	wu	yin	lati	ri	ki	egbe	yi	ma	se	ti	ko	won	ko	ti	ma	se.	
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________		
	
